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Abstract

This thesis describes the construction of the apparatus for the
measurement of the lifetime of the

nF,

level of Samarium by the Hanle

of the
effect. The construction work involves the design and building
stabiliser
vacuum system, the magnetic coils and the laser frequency
and the
instruments. The project involved the assembly of the oven
calibration
fluorescence signal detection system in addition to the direct

of the diode laser wavelength. A technique known as optogalvanic
basic
spectroscopy was used to calibrate the laser wavelength. The
properties of DC discharges and

in particular the Samarium

-Neon

Hollow Cathode discharges are also reviewed'
presented'
The theory of Hanle effect in a three-level V-system is also
is
A new method for the detection of the atomic beam of some materials
presented.
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CHAPTER 1.

Introduction

1.1) General introduction

The interaction of electromagnetic radiation with atoms is one of the
most important aspects of modern physics. Apart from the absorption and
emission of the light quanta, the interaction of electromagnetic radiation

with matter may result in interference of atomic states.
Research on interference phenomena of the atomic states can be traced

to l9Z3 with the work of Hanle on the influence of a magnetic fielcl
on the polarisation of resonant emission [1]. The explanation of the
interference phenomenon is based on the superposition principle. In

back

accordance with the superposition principle, the wavefunction of the atom

can be represented in the form of an expansion over eigenstates

of

a

certain operator. The coefficients of this expansion are complex numbers.

Their mean square moduli denote the probability of observing the system

in certain eigenstates of the operator under
describe the population

consideration; i.e. they

of states. The phases of

these complex

coefficients also have important physical meaning. They describe the
1

actual phase relation between the eigenstates of the operator. The density

matrix p of the atom can be constructed from the products of these
coefficients [2]. In chapter 2, we will discuss in detail how we can
construct the density matrix from the principle of superposition' The time

evolution of the density matrix can then be used to describe the
interference phenomenon under consideration; i.e. the Hanle effect

'

Interfering states in quantum systems of atoms or molecules can be
observed by illumination with polarised light. Interaction of the exciting
polarised light with the ensemble of atoms would establish a definite
phase relationship or coherence between the interfering states (for all the
atoms of the ensemble). The induced coherence between the atomic
states can be mathematically interpreted as the density matrix having at

least one non-vanishing off-diagonal element

[3].

The coherence is

measure of the interference between the atomic states as

it

a

measures the

degree of random noise which exists in the phase difference between the

off-diagonal elements of the density matrix [4].
The techniques used to induce the coherence

in

atomic system are

extremely diverse and a discussion of all of them is beyond the scope of

this thesis. However one such technique is optical pumping t5l. By
optical pumping we refer to a process in which atomic populations
redistribute under the influence of incident radiation. Figure 1.1 shows
how optical pumping can be used to create coherence in
Magnetic sublevels lm

I

i = l)

level.

- -t) and lm - +1) are simultaneously excited by

absorption of linearly polarised light (combination

of o* and o

polarised light). As a result a definite phase relation (coherence) is
established between these sublevels and their fluorescence decay
interfere.
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m=-1 m=0

m=+1

J=L

6t
J=0

Fig 1.L: Level scheme for optical pumping of Zeeman sublevels by
linearly polarised light.
The simplest systens where optical pumping can be applied are the
V-shaped and r\.-shaped three level systems [6]. (see fig

l'2)

In the case of the V-configuration, optical pumping by linearly
polarised light simply pumps a significant proportion of the ground state
atoms into a coherent superposition of the excited sublevels. The decay
fluorescence is polarised and its intensity varies with viewing direction.

However when the degeneracy of the zeeman sublevels is lifted by
applying a controllable magnetic field, the coherence decreases and so the
polarisation of the emitted radiation and its intensity in a given direction

will change. The interference phenomena which
effict (Zero field level crossing). (see fig I.3a)

appears is the Hanle

In practice, one scans the magnetic field around zero and observes the

in polarisation or intensity of the emitted light to obtain the so
called Hanle curve. Figure 1.3b shows a typical Hanle curve or Hanle

changes

signal. The full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the Hanle curve AB
is related to the life time

t of the energy level [7].
r -ltf (5, tt,LB)

3

(1'1)

where 8¡ is the Lande g factor of the excited

level and l-I' is the Bohr

magneton.

m=1

m=0

J=0

1-- J=L

m=-1\

tt

ìt

m=0

J=0

m=1

J=L

m=-1

Fig 1..2: Three level systems v and Â.. A magnetic field is applied to lift
the degeneracy of the Zeeman sublevels levels. In the V-configuration
the m=0 state can not be populated by the linearly polarised light and so
the V-system can be assumed to be an ideal three level system ( ideal
means only 3 levels are involved and all the losses occur within the 3level system). However, one can not ignore the importance of m=0 of the
lower level in the r\.-system. Although the m=0 state of the J=l lower
level is not driven by the linear polarised laser beam, it can be populated
by spontaneous emission from the upper level. Therefore in the absence
of collisions, the m=0 lower state traps some of the population of the Àsystem and thus for a realistic modelling of such systems the losses to the
m=0 lower level should also be considered t8l.
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m'=f

m'=-1

1

U'

c)

j'=1

Ê

Á
Optical Pumping

j=o
B

0

0

B

b)

a)

Fig 1.3: a) A typical Hanle effect in a V-system and b) its detected signal
The conditions required to obtain such a typical Hanle effect

will

be

described in section 2.3.3.

In the z\.-system, when the frequency splitting of the Zeeman
sublevels is equal to the frequency difference between two modes of the

laser exciting beam then optical pumping by linearly polarised light
causes the non'absorbing coherent superposition

l+1) and l-1) (i.e.

f

of theZeeman sublevels

c-tl-l+1))rel.

An atom left in such a superposition of states can no longer absorb or
emit tight, due to the destructive interference between the dipole matrix
elements

(+tlflO) and (-1lPl0). As a result a narrow dip (a black line)

in the Hanle curve appears whose width is extremely small. These black
Iines are very sensitive to the frequency detuning of the radiation fields

and subsequently to the changes in the strength of the applied static
magnetic field t101.

This interference phenomenon which was first observed in 1976 is
called Coherent Population Trappíng (CPT) ot dark line effecr and has

5

become the subject of very active research î291. To a large extent the
attraction stems from the very wide range of possible applications of this

effect. They are nameLy: ultra high- resolution spectroscopy, optical
frequency standards, lasers without population inversion and the laser
cooling of øtoms t111. I will briefly discuss the cooling of the atoms by
CPT in the next chapter.

Studies

of the effects of the laser noise on coherent population

trapping systems are essential in the development of these applications.
Such studies have become feasible by the development of techniques that

enable the investigators to impose on the laser a statistically well
characterised noise such as Gaussian and/or Dichotomous noise.
Gaussian noise, whose random variable has a normal

distribution, has

been added to the laser phase and amplitude

Dichotomous or

ïrz).

random telegraph noise have been imposed on the laser phase and
frequency. This noise consists of random jumps between two allowed
levels of the noise parameter ( phase or frequency) and can be described

in terms of its auto correlation function [13].
The experimental research on the effect of the noise on the coherence

induced in CPT, requires the selection of an appropriate ensemble of
atoms. Samarium (Sm) was selected in the project as an ideal element on
which to carry out future CPT studies. Their first three ground state fine-

structure multiplet (in which we are interested) are well- populated
thermally in the atomic beam. It is an atom in which L-s coupling holds
and also has suitable levels in which r\-systems can be formed. For
example 4f6 6s 6p en,1t4g63.g5

4f

6s27rr 1zg3.5g cm-1) levels
show the essential features of a r\-system. Th" nF, and TFrlevels each

have 3 magnetic sublevels.

"--l¡and

The .A.-system of interest is comprised oi

lower m = *r and upper m = 0 states as shown in figure 1.4a.
6

¡¡s

nF, canbe measured with the aid of
The lifetime of the upper level
which we
Hanle effect. The 672.58 nm transition forms the v-system

can use to observe the Hanle effect

on the

eF,

level' (see figure 1'4b)

m=-1 m=0

m=-l rn=0 m=l
9

tn=1

I

9

2.58 nm

6.6 nm
,|

q
m=-1

m=0

q

r

7

$

i'

m=0

m=1

a)

b)

eFr level as its upper level (b) The VeF
'
system which allow us to measure the lifetime of

Fig 1.4: (a) The À-system with

The specific aims of my project were, firstly, to construct the
eF, of Sm based on the
apparatus for the life-time measurement of the
The
Hanle effect and, secondly to calibrate the diode laser wavelength'

methocl

of calibration was based on optogalvanic spectroscopy. It

caused
involves rnonitoring the change in impedance of a gas discharge
matches a
by inadiation of the discharge plasma by light whose frequency

plasma [14]'
transition frequency in the atoms or ions which constitute the

7

L.2) Scope of the thesis

In chapter 2,I will present the phenomena of level crossing as an
from a
interference of the atomic states. I will describe the emission
the
classical dipole oscillator in a magnetic field and examine
characteristics of such an emission.

I will also use the density matrix

field
concept in quantum mechanics to explore the phenomena of zeto
is
level crossing with laser light as an excitation source' The derivation
based on the V-configuration and enables us to derive the equation
À-system
necessary for measuring the Hanle effect. The extension to the

will be discussed. In the end of chapter, I will

suggest the steps necessary

eF,level by Hanle effect'
for the measurement of the lifetime of the

In chapte r

3,Iwill

discuss the basic properties of a Dc discharge and

be used
describe the conditions in which optogalvanic spectroscopy can

I will also discuss a model which

to measure the laser bandwidth.

predicts the polarity of the signals in a Sm-Ne discharge.

In

chapt en

4,

I will discuss the design and construction of the

of the
apparatus and present the experimental procedure for the detection

signal. As part of the design, I will critically consider the influence of
factors such as laser power, its frequency stability and bandwidth , the
atomic beam density and its collimation in the construction geometry'
This ensures that experimental results will be taken under optimum

conditions. At the end of the chapter, I will present the analysis of the
data obtained by OPG spectroscopy.
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CHAPTER2
Mathematical description of the Hanle effect
2.L) lntroduction

The object of this chapter is to develop the theoretical work necessary
to explain the Hanle signal

.

Section 2.2 \s devoted to a qualitative discussion about the classical
treatment of the Hanle effect.

In section 2.3, we discuss the semi-classical formalism of the Hanle
effect. In the derivation the excitation light will be treated as a classical
field while the atom will be treated as quantum mechanical entity with
discrete energies. We start our discussion by introducing the density
matrix and proceed with

a

brief discussion on the applicability of the rate

equation. I conclude that for a monochromatic laser it is necessary to use
the Liouville equation which includes the optical coherence elements of
the density matrix between ground and excited state'

In section 2.3.|.lwi11use the Liouville equation to describe the Hanle
signal with monochromatic excitation . In section 2.3.+ I discuss the
extension of the formalism to the

z\'

-system.

In section 2.4,I will review the experimental factors which may
influence the shape of the Hanle signals.

9

In section 2.5,I

suggest the experimental steps

for obtaining the

Hanle curve.

In the last section, I will briefly look at some of the most important
applications of zero field level crossing'

2.2) Classical treatment
The classical treatrnent of the Hanle effect has appeared in many
first
publications [1,5,15,16]. Hanle used this approach to describe his
presence
experiment on the polarisation of resonance fluorescence in the

of a magnetic field [7].

I will show that the phenomena of zero field level crossing is the
result of the interference between different components of the classical
dipole radiation.

To do so, it is appropriate to start our discussion with a consideration
such
of the electron oscillator in the Lorentz model (see fig 2'la) [17]' In
and the
an approach, we must consider the coupling between an electron
system
residual ion core by a quasi elastic force which acts to restrain the
in an equilibrium position. In the Lorcntz model, there is no quantitative

explanation for the elastic forces that restrain the electron to the
At
equilibrium position. In this sense, it is an incomplete model t18l'
and
equilibrium, the centres of the positive and negative charges coincide'
the
consequently, the system will have a zero dipole moment. under

influence of an electromagnetic field, the electron experiences the Lorentz
force and is displaced from its equilibrium position' However, by the
action of the quasi-elastic force, the electron will be pulled back to the
equilibrium position and thus will undergo an oscillation about the

10

deduce a
equilibrium position. From such oscillation' one can easily
dipole moment oscillation at the optical frequency ros'
direction of
The polarisation of the dipole radiation depends on the
the exciting radiation
observation and the direction of the polarisation of
Figure 2.Ib shows the radiation pattem of a dipole'

[5].

its oscillation
However, a real emitting dipole radiates energy and so
a damping
is damped. The solution for such an oscillation will involve
I-. It is the time in which the radiation from the dipole decreases
constant

by a factor 1/e. In quantum mechanical language it is the reciprocal
of the energy
lifetime of the energy level and is called the natural width
level. [15]

is applied
When such a dipole is placed in a magnetic field which
Lotentz
along the zaxis, the motion of the dipole is subject to an external

of forced
force. The equation of motion is similar to the equation
cartesian cooscillator motion and can be decomposed in 3-dimensional
of oscillation
ordinates. Its solution consists of 3 projection components
of the
of the dipole on the 3-d cartesian axes. The z component
so will have the
oscillation will not be effected by the magnetic field and
The x and y
same angular momentum as the free dipole oscillator Crrs'

components

will, however, be influenced by the magnetic field'

The

frequency ro6
Larmor frequency ú)¿ will add or subtract from their optical
axis [5]' The
according to the direction of their rotation about the field
the precession of the dipole ( or more accurately, the

net result is

precession of the projection of the dipole
magnetic field. (see fig

2.I c)
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in the xy-plane) about

the

No radiation along
Electron

dipole axis

I

a)

b)
Maximum

v

intensity

+
xz

Equilibrium
position

plane

at 90
rom
dipole
axi s

f

tí)

t¡

v

t

L2

d)

c)

t3

0

X

B

a) The electron oscillator tlSl G) Dipole rariiation pattsrn (c) the
intensity rJistribution of the dipole at different tirnes t, due fo precession of

Fig¿;t:

the dipole in an external magnetic field parallel to Z clirecti,rn" (d) ¡\
typical FIanle effect by broa'Jbarrd excitation (rvith polarisation of the
excitation light along y axis). The detector is along y axis with
polarisation along x axis.
As the magnetic field changes, the rate of the precession of the dipole
about the rnagnetic field axis will be changed. Consequently the intensity

will vary in time. The intensity variation can be
described as the result of the interference of the radiation betwee'n

reaching an observer

different components of the clipole; i.e. the radiation from the component
along the magnetic field with the emission fiom a rotator in the x-y plane.
The intensity variation consists of two frequencies: the Larmor frequency

ú)¡ andtwice the Larmor frequency

t2

2a¡

t5l.

Experimentally, the time variation of the intensity at twice the Larmor
frequency can be observed in time resolved experiments in which the

dipoles are subject to pulse excitation. However, in the Hanle effect
experiments one is concerned with steady-state experiments in which
there is no time variation of intensity.

In such experiments, the dipoles

are excited at random times or at a constant rate of excitation and we
observe their radiation continuously from -oo to the time of observation

t

the
t151. At low values of the field, the Larmor precession is small and
dipole radiation lobe decay before a full revolution and the observer will

record little

light. As the magnetic field increases, the number of times

that the dipole lobe passes in and out of the detector (during its decay
time) increases and so the observer registers more light. For still higher
fields, the lobe illuminates the detector many times before it decays. As a
result the signal levels off at a limiting value. The situation is shown in
figure

2.IdÍI91.

2.3) Semi-classical formalism
The density matrix is the most appropriate tool for a semiclassical
treatment of interference phenomena. The reason is that its formalism
reflects not only the experimental situation of a collection of atoms with
same pure state but also in a mixed quantum state [20].

13

2.3.1) DensitY matrix
by state
The state of an atom at apattictrlar time t can be described
represented as a
vector (wave function ) lY(f)). The state vector can be
superposition of eigenstatet lQ") of a certain operator:

lv(rl)

=\onlÕ,)

(2'I)

n

Here n refers to a given set of quantum numbers which distinguishes
ân are' in
between different eigenstates. The probability amplitudos
general, complex.

Since the form

of lqn) is known, then all information about the state

the
of the atom before and after an interaction can be found by measuring
ân. when all the relevant coefficients itn aÍe found

amplitudes

A
experimentally, then we refer to the experiment as being complete'
the
complete experiment can be designed to act as a filter which leaves
pure state l22l'
system undisturbed. The state of such a system is called a

of which
Suppose that we have collected a large number of atoms, all
the same pure state. All observable quantities of this system

are in

correspond to the expectation values of its operators' The expectation
in the
value of an operator Q corresponding to the observable quantity
experiment is given bY

:

(YlOlY)=

L","I@ùQI@")

(2-2)

nrk

The table of the coefficients anaf, in equation 2.2 is defined
density matrix Pnk or simPlY

as

P.

The diagonal eleme nts Pnn

-

analdescribe the population of states;

T4

Õ''
they determine the probability of observing the system in the state
The off-diagonal elements describe the phase relationship between
different eigenstates and are called interference or coherence terms [5]'
Now suppose that the atoms in the sample have a mixture of states
For example, the atoms in the atomic beam

lV,),lVr),...1V"),...1V,).

given as
have different velocities. The density matrix of such a system is
a

sum:

P

=ZPoPo

.

a

where Pst is the probability that an atom belongs to a certain
ensemble

c¡¿;

sub

i.e. the relative number of atoms in each state'

Since the density matrix contains all the physically observable
information inherent in a quantum system, one can say that the density

matrix determines the state of a system (in both pure and mixed
ensembles) t5

l.

2.3.2) Application of the density matrix to the theory of the

Hanle effect
The time evolution of the density matrix for an ensemble of atoms can
be determined from the Liouville equation: [16]

dp

dt

_r lp,Hl* ip

(2.4)

ift

Where H is the total atomic Hamiltonian and includes the unperturbed
Hamiltonian Hs and the interaction Hamiltonian u; i'e'

io Ir added to

H = Ho l'l)
the equation to describe the effect

of

spontaneous

emission. In an atomic beam environment, we can ignore the collision
relaxation.

15

Experiments on lifetime measurements by the Hanle effect are usually
performed using broadband excitation in which the spectral width of the
incident beam is much larger than natural width of the atomic transition
The wide spectral bandwidth of the excitation source means one can
ignore the coherence between ground and excited state as the spatial and
temporal coherence of the exciting light is small. In this case the density

[5

].

matrix does not contain any off-diagonal elements and so the density
matrix p of the atom reduces to the sum of ground state and excited state
density matrixes. The Liouville equation then reduces to a set of
differential equations known as the rate equations. These rate equations
and
depend on the level population, the magnitude of the dipole moment
the magnetic field strength. From the steady state solutions of these rate
used to
equations, one can derive the Berit-Franklin formula which can be
describe the Hanle effect t16 l.

In the experiment, I used a free running diode laser with minimum
bandwidth of about 9 MHz which is much greater than the natural width
of the transition of interest (about 0.38 MHz). However, it is intended
that the diode laser

will

be used in a grating external cavity arrangement'

By using an external cavity M.G Bashier et al have shown that

it

is

possible to reduce the linewidth of the laser to a few hundred kHz over a
considerable length of time 1221.lnthis circumstance, the diode laser can

be used as a monochromatic excitation source. For monochromatic
excitation, the approach requires Liouville or Bloch equations which
include extra terms such as dipole phase and laser electric field strength
1231.

In this thesis, I will write the equation of motion of the density matrix
for arbitrary values of the laser intensity in the dipole and rotating wave
approximations for monochromatic excitation 116,24,25,261' However,
the steady state solution

will only be found for the case of zero detuning
16

and also for the low intensity limit of the laser. We assume that all the
atoms in the atomic beam which interact with the laser have the same

velocity; i.e. all the atoms in the ensemble are in the same pure state.

2.3.2) The equation of motion of the density matrix
The equations of motion of the components of the density matrix
presented

in this section have been derived and comprehensively

discussed by Avan and Cohen-Tannoudji t251.

Consider the geometry in fig 2.2. The magnetic field is along the z

axis. The atoms are irradiated by a single mode laser beam with
frequency co.

I

have supposed that the laser frequency is in resonance

with the atomic frequency

ctto;

i.e. a = ao. The laser beam has a linear

polarisation (combination of two o components of circuÌarly polarised

tight) eyparallel to the y axis and travels along thez axis. The atomic
beam is propagating along the x

axis. The symmetrical Hanle effect

signals can be observed in two detection channels. The observer can
detect fluorescence light along the

y axis with a linear polarisatiorr €y or

along the x axis with the linear polarisation ey.

Consider the case in which the atom is characterised by two energy
levels( the lower and the upper). The simplest system, in which one can

observe the Hanle effect,

is the V-system involving a J=o-) J=l

transition.
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@z-@t
(4 + (D2
0)t
afrd
=
@o
=
laser beam is linearly polarised'
2
2

to the
As the polarisation of the laser light ey is perpendicular
fielcl direction, then o+ and o canstimulate l+1) and l-t>

magnetic

transitions which
states. We consider only I O) .+ l+1) and lO) <+ l-1)
Here
correspond to frequencies ú)o+0), and ao-@t respectively'

ar=

(Ð

- a)i is the Larmor frequency of the excited state anC
2
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ao

=

A'L'f (D"415tne frequency of the optical transition in zeto magnetlc
2

field. (see fig 2.3)
In equati oÍr 2.4, the diagonal elements of
decay of the upper state at

f p denote the population

afatel. equivalent to the natural width of

P-* of the density
excited state levet. The off-diagonal elements P+- ,
matrix P will decay also at the rate f. However the off-diagonal
elements P*-o , P-0, Po* and Po-

will

decay at half the rate of the upper

assumed to be very small
state as the ground state damping constant is

(i.e.

= zero).

We have ignored collision relaxation'

between
The unperturbed operator Ho will not induce any coupling
terms with the same
the density matrix elements and so exists only for
index and is therefore diagonal'

of the atom
The interaction Hamiltonian u describes the interaction
as the
with the laser beam. we can apply the dipole approximation
than the size of the
wavelength of the laser exciting tight is much larger
u has the
atom. In the dipole approximation the interaction Hamiltonian

form:

where P, = ,r.P

Q5)
D(r,t)--Py .E(r,t)
is the component of the electric dipole moment of the

atom along the polarisation vector

e, and E(r,t) is the electric field of the

linear polarised tight which has the form:

E(r't)-LEo'-''' +c'c
2U

and is chosen to
here Eo denotes the mean amplitude of the electric field

real. The c.c is the complex conjugate term of the electric field'
The intensity of the laser beam I is related to Es via:

be

I _tto

E2

2U

T9

(2.6)

permitivity
where c is the speed of the light and eo is the vacuum

'

We

obtain:
substitute the eqn (2.6) into the equation for the E(r,t) to
E(r,t)

j;t"r'i''

--

+"i"i'')'

(2.7)

form:
Then the interaction Hamiltonian o can be written in explicit
+ elei'').P|0)

-J-r6(+l(ere-i''
"=

&ÇK'i'-t''

+

evei,,t)'Plo)'

We choose the relative phases of the two excited sub levels l+t¡ , l-t)
with respect to the ground state I 0) suctr that the two matrix elements

(+lPrl0) = (-lPrl0) are real and positive to get:
ia¡

,= -þ(s

+ ei'tx(+lrr.pl0)

+

(-ler.pl0)).

(2.8)

",l2cer'

V/e define the Rabi frequencY l', as:

,=-iæFþ,pto) =-l
In matrix notation, P, Ho , D and

(2.e)

io have the following

P*o p+Po* p00 po-+ p-o p-w(e-it' + ,''' )

forms:

P r'n

p0
nù= h

0

w(e''' + e-it')

0

w(eit' + e-'t')

0

w(e-i'' + ut'' )

0

DsiD¡
Ho=h

-fp++

ip- -I"o*
-fP-*

0

0

00
00

0

Ao

-

-L"*o
f(P++ + P--)
1_
- zr P-*

(ÐI

-lp*-L"o-tp--

As we show in appendix 1, the steady state solution for the fluorescence
L(ey) emitted along y-direction with zero detuning is:
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L¡(ey)

4ualw2 F2
2
4w2 al (uF + w +3a2)+f 'F(Fw'+u(4F+aú) ?

*r'

+4a)+4 o¿t ú) 2

(2.10)

a-(l\2
'2' *r7

where

t.

and

F=ü*w

2

from eqn2.10 that the Hanle signal Lf(ey) depends on
(via Rabi
the static magnetic field (via a,) and the laser intensity

It

can be seen
,)

frequency w").
decay rate
An increase in the intensity of the laser increases the total

of the
of population of the upper and lower levels due to the enhancement
of the
stimulated emission and absorption. Therefore the linewidths

is called power
upper and lower levels are broadened. The effect which
of the Hanle curves
broadening would result in the widening of the width

of FWHM of the signals due to
1271. Figure 2.5 shows the increase
to the different
power broatlening effect. The different curves coffespond
values of the laser intensitY.

is equal
At very high laser intensity, in which the intensity of the laser
the Hanle signal
or higher than the saturation intensity I, (see appendix 2)'
is strongly power broadened and its profile also shows a nonlinear
is
on the absorption coefficient. This phenomenon, which
dependency

(NLHE), would prevent us
called the nonlinear or saturation Hanle effect
of the
measuflng the lifetime of the excited level from the HWFM
from

be found in the
Hanle curve. A detailed discussion about the NLHE can
the lifetime by the
ref'erences [16,7]. Therefore, for the measurement of
intensities'
laser excitation, we should took in the region of low laser

At vanishing laser intensity, we keep only the lowest order of Rabi
have the
frequency w, in eqn 2.10. In this case the signal would
following form:

2I

.|t."

Lr(er, = w'(l-

(.)'

---=-t--)

(ï)'

+

(2.11)

(a¡î)'

The above equation for the fluorescent intensity has an inverted
Lorentzian shape for which its FWHM is equal to half the width of the
excitation light in the broadband case (see figure 2.5). Rasmussen et aI
were the first to measure the lifetime of the excited state by using

a

monochromatic laser with vanishing light intensity [28].
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constant value ( see figureZ'Ld)

sYstem
2.3.+)Extension to Lambda

ThediscussionsofarwascentredontheZeemancoherenceeffectin

theV-SyStem.However,theetïectissimilarintheA-systemifone
motion [29]'
modifies the equations of

23

The relaxation terms must be changed in accordance with the
have
relaxation process of the Â.-system. In this case the matrix io witl
the following form:

!tr*n

fPoo

fp=

2

2f

T"o*
T P-+

where

f

Poo

T,,_,

T P+-

(2.tr)

i"ofpoo

is the decay rate of the upper level and y is the rate of relaxation

of coherence of Zeeman sublevels

.

The fluorescent decay depends on the population of the upper level
p* while for the v-system, the fluorescent decay depends on the
populatio n

of Zeeman sublevels

and to the coherence between them'

It is also important to note that, while the J=0 to J=1 transition can be
can
treated as a ideal V-type three level system, the J=1 to J=0 transition
state
not be treated as a ideal À-type three level system due to the role the

m=0 of the lower level plays. As

I

mentionecl in the introduction ( see

figure 1.2) for a realistic modelling of such systems, the spontaneous
the
decay into the lower m=0 level should be also considered . However
effect of optical pumping into the m=0 lower level can be distinguished

from the optical pumping into the lower level superposition state t30l'

2.4) Conditions for observation of the zero field level
crossing
The first condition for the observation of the zerc field level crossing
signal is the proper geometrical lay out. In fact level crossing
experiments can be performed in a variety of geometrical affangements'
The geometry of the constructed apparatus is shown

24

infigwe 2-2-

An important experimental factor for the optimum observation of the
Hanle signal is the minimisation of line-broadening sources such as the
stray magnetic field, Holtzmark effect and line narrowing source such

as

coherence diffusion 127,31.

Holtzmark effect occurs as aresult of collisions between similar atoms

in the ensemble and in general is not a problem in the atomic

beam.

Coherence diffusion or radiation trapping occurs when the emitted light

from the excited state atoms is re-absorbed by the ground state atoms of
the ensemble. Since the fluorescence emitted light carries information
about the coherent state of the atom, the re-absorption of the light by
other atoms in the ensemble increases the decay time. This would lead to

the narrowing of the Hanle curve. Radiation trapping may cause
problems in the atomic beam of some elements. In Sm the radiation
trapping does not seem to cause any significant narrowing of the Hanle
curve in the vapour density range of interest as lepofted by L. Marek et al
t31

l.

However, since the effect of radiation trapping is different with

different transitions, an experimental check is recommended [31a].
The collimation of the atomic beam is also an important experimental

factor which affects the number of the atoms in the excited states 132,331.

To maximise the fraction of atoms in a given excited state within the
absorption profile, the laser must intersect the atomic beam at right angles

to eliminate longitudinal Doppler effect. However, a residual transverse
velocity component will still remain due to the divergence of the Sm
atomic beam and the finite line width of the laser beam. This velocity
component will induce a shift of about

Av^
n),=4sing
where

d

Q.Iì)

is the mean velocity of the Sm atomic beam, ì, is the resonance

(Á11
,,,o.-,^l¡nct]''
{R nnr\
en,'l p
¡u the
!r^v ancrle of rliversence.
v ic
¡rrr¡l q^¡v
Ð---- - of fhe Sm
wd.vvlvrróLrr
\\J I L.Jv

beam. In order to include the largest fraction of the atoms in
25

the

be smaller than
absorption profile, this transverse Doppler spread should
the natural line width Lvno, i.e.

Lv,

1

Lvno,

= l/Zo,

Q'13)

one should place the
So in practice, in the design of the vacuum chamber,

smallest possible
collimator aperture in a position which introduces the
chamber' for
divergence angle of the atomic beam. In our constructed
about 0'002 rad'
example , the divergence angle of the beam should be
In this ideal case, one expects to obtain = 105 scattered fluorescence

transition'
photons per second at 3.8 mW laser power fot 672-5 nm
distorts the shape
Stray magnetic field is another important factor that
The laboratory stray magnetic field affects the

of the Hanle signals.

geometry of the detection
system in a complicated way depending on the
to the stray
signal with respect to its direction. The major contribution

the field
laboratory magnetic field is the earth's magnetic field and
geometry the
produced by the oven current. In the constructed

field is along the
uncompensated component of the earth's magnetic
of the zeto
direction of the applied magnetic field and so the position
the earth's
level crossing will be shifted by a certain amount equal to
is perpendicular to
component field. However, the oven magnetic field
to the polarisation
the direction of the applied magnetic field and parallel
and the
of the excitation light. The signal amplitude will be decreased
shape of the Hanle curve

will be distorted by this field' By constructing

can produce a net
three Helmholtz coils perpendicular to each other one
stray magnetic
magnetic field which completely nulls the effects of the

field [34].
over
is important to point out that the local fietd inhomogeneities
of
the interaction volume will produce significant shift and broadening
produces
the Hanle resonances. A proper design of the main coil, which

It

the applied external magnetic field,
26

will minimise the effect of

these

we designed the
inhomogeneities on the measured lifetimes. In our work,
M' F' Peters
main coil based on 3 factors discussed in A. E. Ruak and
degree of
lg26paper t351. They are summarised as: i) The minimum
dimensions
field uniformity required ovef the interaction region; ii) The
field
of the interaction region and iii) the field strength required' The

uniformity is a measure of the local inhomogeneities in the interaction
point of
region. It can be defined as the maximum amount the field at any
of the field at
the interaction volume is allowed to deviate from the value
the centre t361.

The hyperfine structure

will also affect the Hanle signals' The

hyperfine structure causes depolarisation of the emitted radiation [5'15]'
of the
The hyperfine structure also causes a nonlinear dependency

field' In
on the Lande g factor as well as

distance between the zeeman sublevels to the applied magnetic

this case the signal width depends
M=149
hyperfine g factor. Two odd isotopes of Samarium m=I47 and
possess nuclear moment

of

tczZ which determines

1n,,"=

the hyperfine

l54sm which has zero
structure. For this project, we will work with
nuclear spin.
the
The power density of the laser is another factor which affects
of the excited
shape of the Hanle signals. In measurement of the lifetime
be very small for
state by monochromatic light, the laser intensity should
be valid. In practice, it might not be desirable or even

equation 2,.I0 to

because
possible to lower the power of the laser to the required amount

of

intensity'
the difficulties in obtaining a proper signal at such a vanishing
any increase in the power of the laser may result in the power
However,

profile
broadening of the signal. The FWHM of the power broadened line
is then:

[33.1

¡\r¡

uubroad

-

Âr¡

"-no|
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r+LI,

(2.r4)

I,

where

nhc

3L't

and ). is the wavelength of the transition'

It is important to note that at significantly high

laser intensity the

of the excited
measured HWFM can not be used to calculate the lifetime
also
The reason is that the absorption coefficient of the atom will

level.

change with magnetic field strength at such high intensities'

2.5) Suggested steps for determination of lifetime of excited
state

1) Determine the bandwidth of the laser to see whether it

is

monochromatic.
2) Determine the intensity of the laser'

3) Turn on the vacuum system and when the pressure is less than

l0-l

Torr, slowly turn on the oven.
3)'
(
4) Use the reflection pulse technique to detect Sm beam see appendix
of
5) Tune the laser in resonance with the transition' Note the wavelength
the line

will be different in the vacuum compared with the data recorded

in air.
6) Turn on the PhotomultiPlier.
laser
7) Maximise the intensity of the detected signal by fine tuning the
the
wavelength, changing the degree of focusing of the laser , adjusting
laser beam direction and increasing the Sm atomic beam density'

signal
8) Measure the frequency stability of the laser by recording the
over time. When the intensity of the signal has considerably dropped'
record the time taken. Make sure the oven has enough sm.
field'
9) Tum on the Helmholtz coils to compensate for the earth magnetic

28

10) Check the degree of polarisation of the excitation source.
11) Turn on the main coil.

12) Reduce the power of the laser and slowly change the value of the
magnetic field by changing the current through the main coil. The time
taken by the experiment should not exceed the time recorded in step 8)'
13) Plot the resulting measured intensity versus magnetic

field

.

14) Deduce the amount of power broadening of the signal'

15) Compare the experimentally fitted curve (at zerc detuning) with the
theoretical curve obtained from eqn 2.10.
16) Obtain the Hanle curve for different values of detuning

and compare

it with the theoretical

w

t(

ao

curve obtained from equation 2.11

which include the detuning [25].

Lr (€,, =

La = (t) -

2

a

2

(Aø - a,)'l\(_+ (Aar + a,)'f
--+
4
4

ft

(2.rs)

17) Add all the signals obtained from steps 15 and 76 to get the usual
Hanle signal. From the FWHM of the curve, calculate the lifetime of the
level from eqn 1.1.

2.6) Applications of the zer.o freld level crossing

In the following section, I will review briefly some of the most
important applications of zero field level crossing and in particular the
Hanle effect. A more detailed review can be found in references [16,7,
31.

1) Life-time measurements

Because of its inherent simplicity, the life-time as measured by the

Hanle effect has a degree of accuracy which compares favourably with
other techniques. The typical uncertainty is 3-47o. This level of accuracy
29

is only possible without line-broadening sources (such as stray magnetic
field, Holtzmark effect and power broadening and line-narrowing process
such as coherent diffusion) so that the experimentally recorded line width

practically coincides with the natural width. In this case the life time r of
the level can be obtained from eqn (1.1).

The transverse Doppler effect

will only affect the intensity of

the

fluorescent signal and will not broaden the width of the Hanle curve.2)

2) Magnetometry

From the measurements of the width of the Hanle curve (AB) one can
determine the product gtø (see eqn (l.l)). So conversely if gt and t and
the shape of the level crossing curve are known, the Hanle effect can be
used to determine the strength of the external magnetic field.
3) Laser cooling of atoms.

,

There is a variety of methods for the cooling of the atoms by optical
means. coherent Population Trapping (cpr) provides the basis for one

of the techniques in which ultra-cooling of the atoms can be achieved
(Temperatures on the order of 10-6 K can be reached)
t111.
The technique was first used by Aspect et al in 1988 to cool metastable
helium atoms t311. A description of the laser cooling of atoms by CpT is
given by I.E. Mazets et al

[38]. In CPT the ground

state sub- levels of the

atom are trapped in a coherent superposition for which the fluorescence

'l
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(a
signal ceases at zero velocity. Atoms with other velocity distributions
Doppler shift is always present) scatter photons in random directions' and

in the course of a random walk in momentum space these atoms will be

finally trapped in the non-absorbing state. As time elapses, they
accumulate there.
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Chapter 3
Optogalvanic sPectroscopy
3.1) Introduction

In this chapter, I will review the basic properties of optogalvanic
(oPG) spectroscopy which was used to calibrate the diode laser
wavelength.

The oPG effect was first discovered by Penning in 1928, who
when it was
reported a variation in the impedance of a neon discharge
subjected to the inadiation from another neon discharge t39l'

which
However, the interpretation of the oPG effect requires a model
description
often involves the description of the discharge itself. The full

of the discharge requires knowledge of the electron energy distribution
function. The parameters which characterise this function are:
i) The elementary processes and atomic

states to be considered

ii) The number densitY of the ions
iii) The population density of the atomic states involved
ionisation.

32

in the

progress of any
The task is so difficult that experts usually view the
of the above
discharge modelling along with the progress in specification
parameters.

In this work, we will only look at the contribution of the various
signals'
ionisation processes to the OPG effect and the polarity of the
in number
V/e do not consider the equations which describe the change

etc' The sign of the
of the
signal can be positive or negative depending on the position
the atomic
irradiated discharge volume, the discharge current and

density of the ions, metastable atoms and electrons

polarity is
transition t401. In general, the explanation about the signal
centred around two proposals: [41,42]

1) Laser excitation of atoms from a level with a small ionisation
in the
probability to the levels which have alatgeprobability of ionisation
This increase
discharge leads to an increase in electron impact ionisation'
the ionisation cross section results in more excited atoms becoming

in

Alternatively'
ionised and so the conductivity of the discharge increases'

of
the laser excites atoms from a level with a latge probability
the
ionisation to a level with a small probability of ionisation,
the signals
conductivity of the discharge decreases t411. The polarity of

if

increases
is defined as negative when the conductivity of the discharge
and vice versa.

2)

the
Laser excitation perturbs the equilibrium established between

However
electron temperature and the atomic excitation temperature'
and
numerous elastic and super elastic collisions between the electrons

the çxcited atoms restore the equilibrium, with the excess of energy
electron
transferred to the electrons. This excess of energy shifts the
energy clistribution

in the discharge to a higher level and hence

conductivity of the discharge increases [42]'
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the

It is evident that these two

suggestions can not be brought easily into

OPG effect'
a model capable of predicting the sign of the
related phenomena has
Nevertheless, interest in oPG spectroscopy and its
variety of lasers' OPG
grorwn steadily in recent years with the increasing
spectroscopy has a large range of applications'

of the
The technique has been extensively applied to the study
produced by
refractory metals. The vapour of these metals can be
carrier gas [43]' The
sputtering of the cathode materials by the ions of the
the wavelength of
OPG effec.t can provide a reliable method to calibrate

tuneable lasers for most spectral

lines. The OPG atlases of

many

continuously'
transition lines of the atoms are available and are upgraded
It
The oPG method can be used to determine the laser bandwidth l44l'
The
might also be applied to detect the non-linear Hanle effect t45l'
of the laser
other important applications of oPG are the stabilisation

frequency|46],ana|yticalchemistryandflamespectroscopy|471.
are: high
The most important advantages of the oPG spectroscopy
antage is in the
sensitivity and very simple set up. The principle disadv
to a narrow range of
fact that the useful regime of the discharge is limited
discharge parameters.

It might be difficult, for example, to detect

at apafüc¿lar value of the current,

a signal

gas pressure or even the position

of the

discharge with respect to the laser beam'

lines of
In general, the oPG techniques for detection of the transition
calibration
the refractory rnetals and the noble gases and laser wavelength
same as traditional grating techniques, with the real

perform almost the

advantage of inherent simplicity [48]'
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3.2) Basic properties of a dc discharge
in
The basic properties of electrical discharge are usually understood

A typical
terms of regions with specific values of current and voltage'
is shown
current- voltage characteristic for a low pressure glow discharge
is
in fig 3.1. Of all the different regions in figure 3.1, the glow discharge
sub-regions:
the best understood. The glow discharge is divided into 3
normal glow, the subnormal glow and the abnormal glow' In the

namely,

range of
normal glow region, the voltage remains constant over a wide
until it
currents. The cross section area of the glow expands with current
increase in the
covers the entire cathode. In the abnormal glow region an
the
current would result in a sharp increase in the voltage' In contrast'
region is where the voltage drops sharply as the current

subnormal

increases [49].

on: the
Glow discharges have a variety of different shapes depending
their
geometry of the electrodes, the distance between electrodes and

of the
material type, the pressure of the sustaining gas and the dimensions
containing glass [50].

for a cylindrical tube with a flat cathode, there are
3'2' The
alternate dark and bright zones as it can be seen in the figute
In
generation of these different zones can be explained as follows [51]'

In

general,

gas and positive and
an enclosecl glow discharge tube, there exists a noble

negative electrodes.

A potential difference smaller than the electrical

current
breakdown critical value of the gas causes very little flow of the
density along the lines of force of the electric field.
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of
If, however, the potential difference exceeds the critical value
a
gas electrical breakdown, then the gas abruptly becomes

the

conductor' A

initial free
sufficiently large electric field and the existence of some
for the breakdown
electrons in the container are two necessary conditions
occur. These initial electrons usually exist in any sample of
external influence such
gas under normal conditions by the action of some

process to

as cosmic rays [51].

produced
Primary electrons that cause a self-sustaining discharge are
the gas' The
from the ionisation collision of the initial free electrons with

bombardment of
secondary electrons separate from the cathode by the
As shown
positive ions and to a lesser extent by the photoelectric effect'
have not
in figure 3.2, inthe Aston dark space the secondary electrons
and
travelled far enough from the cathode to acquire enough energy
is a thin glow
thereby to excite the atoms of the gas. The next region
electric field to
region in which electrons move sufficiently in the cathode
This
gain energy coffesponding to the threshold of the excitation energy'
cathode dark
region is called the cathode glow. The next region is the
high energy
space (crookes dark space),characterised by the presence of
and so
electrons. These electrons induce ionisation with high probability
electrons
result in a strong electron multiplication with the new born

positive
having smaller excitation energy t531. In this region a large
by ions' The
space charge builds up and the current transfers mostly

fall
potential across the cathode dark space is known as the cathode
The next zorrc
voltage and is approximately equal to the applied voltage'

is known as negative glow. In this region , the large numbers of
in a strong
secondary electrons begin to excite the gas atoms. This results
lines The
emission of light. The emitted light contains many spectral

'

According
order of appearances of the spectral lines obey Seeliger's rule'
from
to this rule, the negative glow first reveals the lines that are emitted
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higher atomic levels and then lines from lower levels as electron energy
falls with increasing distance from the cathode. In the negative glow the
electric field reaches a minimum.

The small value of the electric field promotes the recombination
between electrons and the ions. The luminosity of the cathode glow
the
decreases toward the anode as it merges into another dark space called

Faraday dark space.In this region the electrons decelerate and suffer
considerable energy loss. The Faraday dark space is characterised by the
presence

of

ground state particles and despite the fact that the electrons in

this region have decelerated considerably and may even encounter

a

retarding field on their route toward the anode, their strong concentration
gradient and large electron temperature combine to cause them to diffuse

forward toward the anode. The positive column is the region of zeto axial
gradient of ion concentration. The motion of electrons in the positive
column is no longer beam like, as in the negative glow, but essentially
random (i.e. the electric current in this zofre, as in the Faraday dark space,

is essentially due to diffusion). In proximity to the anode, a negative
charge region is formed by the electron attraction. Thus the electric field
increases again and the electrons accelerate. The accelerated electrons

form

an anode

glow right in front of the anode [54]'

An increase of pressure results in a compression of the cathode dark
space, negative glow and Faraday dark space which contract toward

the cathode.

A

decrease of the distance between the cathode and anode

produces a shortening of the anode glow t501. when the anode is placed

near the cathode edge of the negative glow, the voltage necessary to
sustain the discharge rises rapidly and the discharge is said to be
obstructed.
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absent ' This
In an obstructed glow discharge, the positive column is
maintaining the low
shows the positive column is not essential for
pressure glow discharges.

or a hollow
If, however, the cathode is formed by two flat electrodes,
increases considerably'
cylinder tube, then the intensity of negative glow
be discussed in the next
This is called a hollow cathode discharge and will
section

3.3) Hollow cathode discharges

flow into the
In a hollow form of the cathode, the negative glow will
gradient around it'
cathode at an appropriate pressure due to the field
the light
With a suitably placed anode and proper electrode afrangements'
consists of very
emitted is completely of the negative glow type, and
cathode metal t55l' The
sharp spectral lines of the discharge gas and the
discharge because of
spectral lines of the cathode metal are present in the
its surface by the catr\et gas ions' The sputtered

the sputtering of

condenses on the wall
materials give rise to an atomic vapour that finally

of the glass tube. (see fig 3.3)

of hollow
The electrode arrangements which support the formation
of cathode open at least
cathode discharges usually use a cylindrical type
placed near the open
at one end and with an anode in the form of a ring
A second anode ring encircling the body of the cathode or placed

end.

part of the negative
along the cathode may also be used t561. This allow

hollow
glow to form over the outer cathode surface. The Sm-Neon
cathode discharge is shown in figure 3'3'
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Fig 3.3: Schematic diagram of a Sm-Ne hollow cathode discharge. The
diagram also illustrates the man4er in which the sputtered Sm atoms from
the cathode are distributed in the tube [57].

This design allows the discharge to handle larger currents compared

to a flat cathode discharge. Another property of a hollow cathode
discharge is the existence of a strong electric field in the cathode dark

region which accelerates ions more strongly than normal plane glow
discharges. This higher acceleration rate causes very effective sputtering

of the cathode metal.

The hollow form of the cathode also significantly increases the
chance of both positive ions and photons to hit the cathode surface. This

will

increase the sputtering of the cathode material by a large amount

.

Another important property of the hollow cathode lamps is their stability

for long hours of working t501.
The length of positive column is shortened considerably in the hoilow

cathode discharge (i.e. an obstructed type discharge) and so the fast
electrons from the cathode dark space travel mainly in the Faraday dark

space. Some of these electrons will however have their motion retarded
and retum to the glow possibly due to the field effects of the opposite

wall of the cathode or by random motion in the near zero field which
exists in the beginning of the Faraday dark space [31a,56]. Therefore, a

number of electrons can make double or multiple passages within the
cathode hole, producing, as compared with a plane cathode discharge, a
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and intensity of the emitted discharge are further increased.
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in the
There is a possibility of quenching certain transition lines
for
cathode due to some unknown processes t56]' However

hollow

be made about the
Samarium the data is insufficient for any conclusion to
discharge'
possible quenching of some lines in the Sm-Ne hollow cathode
was
The effect of the magnetic field on the hollow cathode discharge
by C.Poporici [58]. He found the presence of a magnetic field

discussed

in a glow discharge is equivalent to an apparent increase in discharge
pressure given bY

Y -e.5 x 1o -3 n'

m"4

P

B

)',

Po

field (oe), I is
where P is the gas pressure in mmHg, B is the magnetic
(amu) and r7 is the
the electron temperature (K), m" is the electron mass
lmmHg. Therefore the use of the Hollow cathode
in the presence of the magnetic field enhances the probability of

mean free path (cm) at
discharge

detecting very weak transitions at very low gas pressures'

to
Under certain experimental conditions, OPG can be also used
conditions
determine the linewidth of the excitation laser. A list of these
et al
for the hollow cathode discharges is given by E. M. Van veldhuizen
is that the laser
and listed here [40]. The first condition to be considered

lower level
intensity should be small relative to its saturating value' The
of the transition should not be metastable or a resonant state near a
be
metastable. Another condition is that the laser beam should only

be as
weakly absorbed by the discharge; i.e. the discharge current should
low as possible. The final condition is that when measuring the effect

with lock-in techniques (see chapter 4 figure 4.9), the chopping frequency
Fulfilment
should be low in order to obtain ateal steady-state situation'

of these conditions reduces the width of the transition to its Doppler
width. when the bandwidth of the laser is much broader than the Doppler
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width of the transition, then the recorded width of the transition directly
gives the laser line width.

3.4) Sm -Neon discharge mechanism
In this section, I describe the general modelling of the hollow cathode
Sm-Neon discharge. The parameters of this discharge have not been

calculated yet, therefore we only evaluated the contributions

of

the

various ionisation processes in a qualitative manner. The transitions that
have been studied in this thesis are the ones to which we had access with

our diode laser" They are indicated in the partial energy diagram of neon
and Sm as shown in figure 3.4 and3.5.

We used a 5-level scheme developed by E.M.Veldhuism to explain
the polarity t591. The model only predicts the polarity of the signals
related to the discharge current and the transition type of Ne. Within the
accessible range of our diode laser, there are only two neon transitions

+

Zpq at 667 .8 nm and 1s2

+

2p5 at 67

1s2

I.7 nm.

The foundation of the model is described in figure 3.6 t591.

In this figure, G is the ground state, + is the ion state, M is a metastable

level, I is a resonance, a metastable or highly excited level and 2 is

a

highly excited level. In this model the laser coupling is always between
levelsl,2 (which is indicated in the figure by red arrows). The solid black
arrows indicate ionisation and de ionisation process in the absence of

irradiation. The blue arrow shows the direction of the radiation-induced
changes in the rates of the process.
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Fig 3.4: Partial energy- level diagram of the first and second excited
the diode
states of Neon. The two transitions in the accessible range of
laser are shown.
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Fig 3.6: Diagram of the five-level model to explain the change
of OPG related to discharge current. The solid black afrows indicate
The red
ionisation and de ionisation process in the absence of irradiation'
blue arrow
arrows show the laser coupling between levels t and 2' The
rates of the
indicates the direction of radiation-induced changes in the
M.
process. The pink arro\ry indicates the coupling between 1 and

case a) The transition

!-2,

weak discharge

current. The electron

1 and M' The
density is low and does not allow for a coupling between
emitted
populatio n of 2increases by laser excitation from 1' The radiation

from the higher excited state Zwill lead to ionisation by photoionization '
signal is
As a result the conductivity of the discharge increases, i'e' the
negative.

b) The transition 1-2, medium discharge current. The current
in the
density is high enough for mixture of 1 and M which results
of level 1
decrease of the metastable density upon optical pumping

case

causes
population into the level 2. The decrease in the metastable density
collisional
the weakening of the ionisation as we have less frequent

is however
ionisation process between metastables . The current density
produce an significant collisional ionisation from level 2'

too low to

compesonate
Therefore, the enhanced ionisation from level 2 does not
the signal is
the loss of ionisation from the metastable level. Therefore

positive

d

to decrease in total ionisation rate in the discharge'
Æ

and
The transition 1-2, High current. The metastable level M
at
level 1 will be coupled together . The population of M is saturated
however continue to
such high current density. The population of 2 will

case c)

rate of ionisation
rise by laser excitation from level 1. As a result the net
increases in the discharge. The signal polarity is negative.

of
The transitions at the wavelengths corresponding to the transitions
populations of
the sputtered Samarium species would result in increased
electrons
excited states. These states are then ionised by collisions with
conductivity of
or with metastable Neon gas atoms. This will increase the
for all these
the discharge and negative polarity signals can be expected
across the
transitions. As figure 4.9 shows, we detect the voltage change
a current
Ballast resistor. The negative voltage change corresponds to
increase and a positive voltage change to a current decrease'
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CHAPTER 4

setting up the apparatus, Experimental
procedure and results
4.L) Introduction
The project involved the design and construction of the apparatus

as

well as optogalvanic spectroscopy of some Sm and Ne levels in the tuning
range of our diode laser. This chapter includes the details of the
experimental apparatus, set up, procedure and a discussion of the results
of the optogalvanic spectroscopy.

In section 4.2.1we discuss the vacuum system and magnetic field
generation.

Section 4.2.2 contains a discussion of the oven and the atomic beam
eFr of Sm
collimation. We also found the lifetime of the excited state
based on the available data on oscillator strength and branching ratio.

Section 4.2.3 is devoted to the diode laser and the construction of its

accessories. The circuit of the laser diode temperature controller is
discussed in this section.

Section 4.3 discusses the experimental technique for the detection of
the OpG signals. The OPG technique is used to calibrate the wavelength
and bandwidth of the diode laser.
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its
Section 4.4 considers the results of the OPG spectroscopy and
analysis.
Section 4.5 contains the conclusion'

4.2) Design and construction of the apparatus
4.2.L) The vacuum system and the magnetic coils
The vacuum system consists of 2 differentially pumped chambers, an
presented
oven chamber, and an interaction chamber, and is schematically

in figure 4.1. The pressure in each of the chambers was monitored
independently with two Bayard-Alpert gauge heads and a Philips 307
was
vacuum gauge controller. The typical background pressure which
observed in the chamber after 24 hours pumping was of the order of
1.2x10-t Torr, although it must be noted that a pressure of 5 x 10-' Torr

will be reached after 3 daYs.
The design of the vacuum system was based on two criteria in order
to make sure that the optimum condition in detecting the signal will be
achieved. The first criterion was the type of the material used in the
construction of the vacuum system. The second criterion was the length
of the atomic beam in the oven and scattering chambers' The materials

in the construction of the vacuum chamber were non magnetic
stainless steel and bakeable. The reason for the use of non-magnetic

used

materials was to reduce the effects of the laboratory stray magnetic fields
(see section 2.3). The length of the atomic beam in the oven and
scattering chambers should be as short as possible to increase the density
of the atomic beam in the scattering chamber [63]. However, due to the
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Fig 4.1: Diagram of the vacuum chamber
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presence of the induced magnetic

field of the oven, we moved

th-e

oven

'g.þg ¿'.' '"',:
tr
needs
also
oven
The
"'
further away from the interaction region.
result the
distance away for good beam collimation' As a
reasonable

scattering chamber
total length of the beam from the oven chamber to the
58 cm from the oven
was 87 cm. A l.lmm collimating hole was placed

with an arm
chamber. The source chamber, was a four way cross

exit
containing the oven and another arm allowing the

of the 2

thermocouPles.

transfer the
The interaction chamber contained the fiber bundle to
outside the chamber'
emitted fluorescence light to a R928 photomultiplier
two arms to avoid
Two Brewster angle windows were placed at the end of
exit windows'
the reflection of excitation laser light from entrance and
attached to the
The windows were 6mm thick, of BK7 glass and were
varian)' The
vacuum flange by a low pressure epoxy (Torr seal by
wobble stick will be used for the detection of the sm beam.
perpendicular
Around the interaction chamber there are two mutually
main coils' These
sets of square Helmholtz coils and a pair of circular

The position of the
three pairs of coils are perpendicular to each other.
the geometry of
oven, Brewster angle windows and coils correspond to
to annul the
figure 2.2 in chaptet 2. The Helmholtz coils are used
hori zontal earth's magnetic field (locally, 500 mGauss

vertical and

the earth's
vertical, 220 mGauss horizontal)' The vertical component of
pair of a square
magnetic field is reduced to about 1.5 mGauss by the
field is reduced
coils of length 60 cm and the horizontal component of the
50 cm' The
to 2 mGauss by the pair of square Helmholtz coils of length
spacing to
distance between Helmholtz pairs were near to Helmholtz
achieve the maximum volume field

uniformity. The Helmholtz

for square coils is 0.5445 times the length of a side[64].
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spacing

was
The main coil which produces the applied magnetic field
1 percent on the
designed to achieve a field uniformity better than
9Ft level with a lifetime of
interaction volume of 2 cm3. Since for the

(1.17 t0.23)x 10-6 s(i.e. Larmor frequency ú)I =(9.0

t

0.4) x 106

'-1)

the signal by
such a field uniformity would broaden the HWFM of
less than 1
approximately 1 mGauss which corresponds to an error
percent in the measured lifetime'

At

16.7 gauss, the

field uniformity was measured to be (5 t

over the interaction volume.

It

1)

x 10-3

was measured with a Bell model 640

the centre and in
Gauss meter. The magnetic probe was positioned in
of the
different places of the interaction region (such as the boundary
many

). At each point , the value of the magnetic field is measured
times. The mean and standard deviation of each set of data was

region

the field at the
calculated and a t-test was performed to decided whether

at
centre and the other measured points have the same mean
significance
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.

L2 gauge
The main coil had 137 turn enamelled copper wire number
by the
10 cm diameter. At 6 Amperes' the magnetic field produced

in a

two power
coil was 30 gauss. The currents for the coils were provided by
supplies Goodwill model GPC 3030D'

4.2.2) Construction of the oven
A tubular type oven was used to produce the sm atomic beam. A
schematic diagram of the oven is shown
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in figure 4'2'
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ßig 4.22 diagram of the oven and mechanical drawing

The main body of the oven is a Tantalum tube with width 8'7mm
50 mm and thickness 0.08mm. Tantalum is used since it does not

,length

(29960 C for
reactwith sm and its melting point is well above that for Sm
a
rF^ ^^*+o*..á +a 1n??o
VLLL/' The end. of the tube was clamped by
rvr Sml
\/ fnr
IA Uurrllr4lç\l LU l\., / J r-
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block. The ends connected directly to the secondary coil of
lmm was drilled in
a DC transformer. A small circular hole of diameter
oven
middle of the oven to allow the exit of evaporated Sm' The

stainless steel

the

One
temperature was measured using two type N thermocouples'

of the cooler end of the tube, the other
The
monitored the hotter part of the tube right over the exit hole.

measured the temperature

a calibrated
thermocouples wefe calibrated by comparing them with
Ltd' The
reference thermometer model362 Pyrometer made by Pitman
method of the thermocouple calibration is shown in figure

check on the calibration characteristics

4'3' A routine

of the thermocouples

is

over
recommended. The reason is that the calibration of the thermocouple
of Chromium in the
some reasonable time changes due to the vaporisation

positive element in the vacuum t65l'

differ
The temperatures from the cooler and hotter parts of the oven
between
considerably. I noted a temperature difference of about 200oC
hottest
the central hot part and cooler ends. The centre hole was at the
point in order that no sm could condense in the centre exit hole' The
(vapour pressure
temperature of the oven reached 660oC at 150 W power
130
is 10-3 Torr at this temperature). The current through the oven was

A.

To prevent the melted Sm from conducting the current, a boat made
of Tantalum was made to contain the Samarium samples.
We also present a new method for the detection of the Sm atomic

beam in appendix

3. The basis of the method is the reflection of a

Sm on a
nanosecond pulse by a coil whose core contains the deposited
insulator.
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Fig 4.3: Schematic arangement for the relative calibration of the
off'
thermocouple. Tg is the temperature of the oven when it was turned
T0+AZ is the reading of the reference thermocouple ' For each selected
is
calibration point AT, the measured emf of the tested thermocouples
constant
LV or. The graph of AV^B versus AZ yields a proportionality
which can be used to calibrate the thermocouple '
The measuring junctions of the test and reference thermocouples are
always maintained at the same temperature, by wrapping them together
base
and then putting them in a screwed hole which drilled in the copper
of the oven [65].
The average velocity of the Sm atomic beam is about 430 m/s for the
is
oven temperature 660oC. The angular divergence of our oven beam

for
0--o.o}rad (see figure 4.4). Therefore from equation 2'I2 one obtains
for
the present system a transverse Doppler width of about Lv ,-13 MHz
672.58 nm transition line of Sm.
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w=1fnm
o

c

=1.2 mm

d=5mm
a=58 cm

b=87 cm

The diameter d of
Fig 4,42 Geometry of the Sm atomic beam collimation.
from:
the beam at the interaction region can be found
d

lw,

+

(w, +wo)

It

lo

is the diameter of the
where wo is diameter of the oven aperture, wc
and 16 is the length
collimator aperture , h is the total length of the beam
of the beam in the oven chamber [66]'
Doppler
As we discussed in section 2.4, theotetically the transverse
The natural
spread should be smaller than the natural linewidth'
calculated the life
linewidth can be found from the equation 2.I3- We
To find the
time of the eF, level by the branching ratio method 167l'
ratio method' we
lifetime of an excited state level by the branching
followed the following procedures:
originated from a
1) Firstly, we found all possible emission lines which
groups of emission lines
common atomic level. In atomic physics, these
are known as "branches".

by using
2) weobtained relative transition probabilities for each branch

168l:

where

413

¡ii=(ry+)++
' ffi"c 8z h-

is the transition probabitity of level i to decay to level

j, g, and

strength
g2 arcthe statistical weight of the level, ,fu is relative oscillator
the electron mass'
of the transition, e is the charge of electron and m" is
the transition
Thirdly, we found the life time ø of the level i by summing

probability of the individual branches; i'e'
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The

eF, level has 2 branches:

It can decay to the ground level
672.58 nm, and to

686.6

tFo by emission of light of wavelength

7F, level with the emission of light with wavelength

nm. The oscillator strength for the two levels

Komarovskii et al t691.

'We

was found from

used the conversion factor,

(1811)x10-5'

absolute scale t70l'
determined by Blagoev et al to put the f values on an

the relative
Blagoev et al calculated the conversion coefficient from
values of the oscillator strength in reference [69].
eFl is calculated to be
The lifetime of the level

trn l.l7 t0.23 ps.

to be 207o
where the uncertainty in the derived lifetime was estimated
may exist due to the unknown
t711. However additional uncertainty
branches in the summation of the transition probabilities'
MHz '
Therefore the natural line width of the level is about 0'14

at 3'8 m\ù/
The line width due to the power broadening is 0.38 MHz
main source of the
laser power. From these considerations, it is clear the

line broadening is the Doppler effect'

of the
The geometry of the system also determines the degree
beam is
focusing of the laser beam. Since the diameter of the atomic
beam should be
5mm in the interaction region, the diameter of the laser
line width is
5mm minimum. For the laser focus of 5mm the transit
the atoms
small. Transit line broadening occurs when the flight time of
than natural
through the laser beam is shorter (or in the same order)

lifetime of the atoms [33]
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could be higher
susceptibitity of the laser. As a result the true linewidth
as the
by a factor of 2 or 3. Also the diode laser linewidth increases
the mechanism for
temperature decreases. However, at the present time
this temperature dependence is not clear [73]'
and þt=3lo
The diode laser had an asymmetric divergence of þtt=8o
.
which produced a laser beam with elliptical cross section
diode
The output power and its wavelength depends on both the

junction temperature and injection current. Therefore stable laser
The
operation requires that these quantities be precisely controlled UZl'
length of
laser wavelength changes with temperature as both the optical

However' the
the cavity and the gain coefficient depend on temperature'
temperature is
rate atwhich the optical length of the cavity changes with
(and hence the
different from the rate of change of the gain coefficient
which has a
gain curve shifts). This results in a temperature tuning curve
of each
appearance with sloping steps (see fig 4.5). The slope
staircase

jumps between steps
step is due the tuning of the cavity mode while the
hopping from one mode to the next . we did not measure
coffespond to

to a
the slope of each step. Sometimes the wavelength corresponding
jumps from
given transition occurs exactly at the value in which the laser
one mode to another and so the laser

will miss ( or pass) the transition.

'Ihe laser wavelength depends on the injection current because it affects
in turn changes
the diode temperature as well as the carrier density which
the index of refraction [73].

I

constructed a temperature controller

to stabilise the

operating

we decided
temperatute and change it accordingly. Figure 4.6 shows how
With the
the necessary stability required for the temperature controller'
to
constructed temperature controller we can stabilise the temperature

drift of
better than 5 mK over periods of 3 hours; i.e. on average the
MHz/min
frequency of the laser from the atomic transition is about 3
59

compared to theoretical design

of

1 MHz per

min. That

means we have

of

10 min) for the

about 3 minutes (compared to the theoretical value
collection of data at each value of the magnetic

field' However, I believe

by
the discrepancy between the actual results and theory can be narrowed
the
covering the diode laser assembly from the air currents and reducing
optical feedback frorn the lens system. The temperature stability of the
diode laser was checked by monitoring the output of the instrumentation

amplifier and the temperature indicator. In the experiment, one should
the
scan the magnetic field around the required values and integrate
repetitive Hanle signals.
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Figure 4.5: A typical tuning curve of the diode laser which shows the
mode hopping regions. Mode hopping is usually undesirable in atomic
physics studies as it is harder to tune the laser in resonance with the
transition due to jumps in the laser wavelength and the increase in
intensity noise accompanies the gain peak shift [74]'
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Laser

Atomic resonance

AU

^'n L

A

to

,,-

frequency u

Figure 4.6: Laser must be tuned to resonance with the atom so that
lrr-ool<L,I)¡,Luo. In the constructed geometry, the Doppler
broadening is about 13 MHz (compared to natural width 0.14 MHz).
Therefore the absorption width of the atomic transition is mainly
determined by Doppler broadening (i.e.L'uo = Lv, -13 MHz). The
bandwidth of a typical fiee running diode laser is more than 30 MHz.
Therefore we requir'" lu, - u^l - 9 MHz. We decided the time taken for
collection of data at each value of the magnetic field to be about 10
minutes. i.e. We design the temperature controller for a drift of about 1
MHz/min.

I

started the technical design

considering the problem

of the temperature controller

of thermoelectric servomechanisms.

by

The

problem involves many details such as the mechanical stability of the
mounting of the diode laser, the type of heatsink and heat pump and
electronic configuration [75].
The mechanical design of the laser mount depends on several factors

such as: dimension, mass, geometry and distance between temperature
sensor, diode laser and heat sink. The time constant of the laser mount is

also a important factor that should be taken into account. The time
constant is defined as intrinsic time scale for which intemal temperature
differences decay away by heat conduction within the mount.
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The construction of the laser mount was done in the mechanical
workshop based on the design described by Mac Adam et al1761. Figure
4,7 shows a schematic view of the laser mount together with its base plate

in which the mount and the collimating lens is placed.
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Fig 4.7: Schematic diagram of the laser mounting block and laser

base

plate ( machine drawing) from reference [76].

The material used in the construction of the laser mount was
aluminium as it is easy to machine, although from a consideration of the

intrinsic time constant copper is preferred. The time constant of the
aluminium mount is about 11 seconds while the time constant of a similar
mount made with copper is 9.5 seconds.

In general the choice of the heat sink depends on the maximum
temperature difference applicable in the experiment. The heat sink had a
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The heat sink
surface area of 60 cmT and a thermal resistance 1'4 l<J/w'
A Peltier
performed well in the temperature range 10o c to 55o c.

selected' The
thermoelectric heat pump Marlow model MI1064T was
sink' It is important
heat pump lies between the laser mount and the heat
the heat
to make a Very good thermal contact between the laser mount ,
(with brand
the heat sink. we used a thermally conductive glue
pump and

important to
name Loctite) to make a good thermal contact' It is also
I used
isolate the diode laser and its mount from any electrical contact'
sheet
nylon screws to connect the mount to the base plate' An insulator

also was placed between the mount and the base plate.

on the
The electronic part of the servo system was constructed based
the design is a
design of C.C Bradley et al177). A fundamental part of

circuit'
thermistor sensing element (5K) as part of a Wheatstone bridge
important
The position of the thermistor relative to the heat pump is an
term
factor in the response of the temperature controller, and its long
2 mm
stabitity. The sensing thermistor was positioned in a small hole

of the
from the heat pump in the diode laser mount' The block diagram
shown in
temperature controller circuit which drives the heat pump is
a bridge'
figure 4.8. As we can see from the design, the circuit consists of
stage and
an instrumentation amplifier, a proportional stage, an integrator

or desired "
the heat punìp. A ten turn potentiometer selects the intended
with
sefpoint temperature". The voltage from the thermistor is compared
the setpoint voltage in a Wheatstone bridge which has a stable reference
(6.8V). The
sourúe Lçzggp-(from National Semiconductor) as its supply
400 times
voltage difference which appears across the bridge is amplified
by an Amp-OlE instrumentation amplifier (manufactured by Precision

Monolithics) with good common mode rejection of 130 dB' The output
error signal is fed into a neat unity gain proportional amplifier and a
integrating amplifier which in combination control the current passing
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temperature
through the heat.pump. For an optimum performance of the
controller, I adjust the gains of the proportional and integrator stages'
The ideal
This damps out the feedback oscillations as quickly as possible'
The
adjustment occurs when we achieve a critical damped situation'

detailed circuit diagram

of the temperature controller is shown in

appendix 4.
EITOI

Bridge

Stage

reference

m

error signal
Proportional

&
Iutegrator

Fig 4.8: Block diagram of the temperature controller
The current driver was constructed in the electronic workshop based
on the design by c.c Bradley et al 1771. The current driver delivers
to supply
current up to 100 mA. Rechargeable lead acid batteries are used
power to the circuit in order to avoid mains line noise and transients'

4.3) Experimental set up and procedure

A commercial Sm-Ne hollow cathode discharge lamp from Photron
Fluke
was used for the calibration of the diode laser. A dc power supply
model 4lZB was used to break down the neon gas in the discharge lamp.
The applied voltage was of order 500 V. It includes the voltage drop
pressure of the
across the ballast resistance and the discharge lamp' The
gas in the lamP was 1 Torr.
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The OPG signals were measured via a change in the voltage across a

variable ballast resistor (see fig 4.9 for the detection

circuit).

The

transitions were monitored by an oscilloscope or a SR510 lock-in

amplifier. A 0.1 pF capacitor protects the lock-in from the DC
component of the discharge.

A pair of diodes protects the input of the

oscilloscope or lock-in amplifier from the AC voltage pulses. These
pulses occur at the cathode when the discharge is started. The laser beam

was modulated by a mechanical chopper.

A signal from the chopper

provides a reference frequency for the oscilloscope or the lock-in.

All

of

385

measurements reported here were taken at a chopping frequency

The laser light is directed into the hollow cathode in most
experiments. However sometimes the laser beam was directed

Hz.

perpendicular to the lamp axis between the anode and the cathode. In this
case the signal amplitude sharply decreased.

A typical spectrum recorded by the OPG spectroscopy in the interval
of 667.8nm up to 673.5nm is shown in figure 4.10. The spectrum was
taken by scanning the diode laser temperature. The fine tuning of
wavelength was done by tuning the current controller. After each scan,
the unfocused diode laser was directed to a photodiode to check for any

abnormal jumps in the laser beam. Such jumps for example can be
attributed to the change in threshold level of the laser as the temperature
changes

.
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Figure 4.9: Block diagram of the optogalvanic detection
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Figure 4.10: The wavelengths of the detected signal and their relative
intensity by OPG spectroscopy.

of the
From ohms law one can deduce the minimum detection limits
optogalvanic detection system of figure 4'9'
vo

i-

Ru+R,

...ai = ai^'

AR,., + t'j'
ARD U ARB
-v "LRD
...Âd=ffi)

Here %

*"

i, the constant voltage of the power supply, R3 is the ballast

through
resistor, Ro is the resistor of the discharge, i is the current passing
circuit due to
the ballast resistor RB, ai is the change in the current of the
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the laser irradiation of the discharge,

M'

AR, are the corresponding

respectively'
changes in discharge resistor and ballast resistor
Rs'
ARRB means differentiation with respect to Ro and

Aln' and

and consequentþ av
Inspection of the above equation shows that ai
resistor and to the discharge
depends on the value chosen for the ballast

AV on the ballast
resistor. Figure 4.11 shows the dependency of the
the
resistor. The discharge current was kept constant during
power supply'
measurements by changing the voltage of the
increases
It can be seen that for the 667.8 nm of Neon, the oPG effect

minimum'
with increasing ballast resistor and then drops to a
increase in
A further increase of ballast resistor values leads to a sharp
from the ballast
OPG Neon signal. The best signal can be obtained
is that the electron
resistor of 45 KQ. The most probable explanation
(corresponding to each
production rate efficiency in the ballast resistor
of the ballast
photon absorbed in the discharge) depends on the value
resistor and to the voltage through the resistor'
120
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on ballast resistor'
Figure A.llzDependency of the 667.8 nm Neon signal
Discharge current was kept constant during the measurement'
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the most
The magnitude of the shot noise in the ballast resistor is
be evaluated by
important factor in the minimum detection limit' It can
the expression [78]:

vsn =5.66 x 10-10

nn{n¡

where Bp is the bandpass frequency of the measuring apparatus.
25 kÇ)
For the bandpass of 20 kÛz, at 10mA discharge current and
(rms) '
the value for the shot noise is V5¿ 1X lO-4 V

-

ballast resistor,

suggested by
Noise in oPG spectroscopy was measured by the method
filter
H.W Ott t791. The method consists of using a variable bandpass

resistor as a
and an oscilloscope to measure the noise across the ballast
of frequency and bandpass. Then the peak to peak voltage

function

measured on the oscilloscope

is divided by eight to obtain the rms

readings. The measured value for the shot noise is 0.2 mV comparable
with the calculated value of 0.1 mV'

4.4) Data analysis
Table 4.1 lists all the transitions of Ne and Sm which lie in the
from the
accessible range of the diode laser. we detected 6 transitions
using an
list. The detection of other transitions would only be possible by
mode
external Fabry-Perot etalon as it allows us to select only a single
output among many longitudinal modes of the diode laser.
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667.r5

SmI

Energy l,evel
crrr r
4017-19006

*667.80

NeI

13589-15086

*

667.92

SmII

8679-23647

*

668.15

SmII

11359-26358

*

668.77

SmII

13717-28725

* 669.35

SmII

13604-28540

669.46

SmII

tro47-25980

670.36

SmI

17655-32568

670.74

SmII

7525-22429

67r.26

SmII

12045-26938

67r.70

NeI

13589-15017

SmI

13050-21920

672.47

SmI

16859-31726 9Ds->9F6

672.58

SmI

wavelength spectrum
nm

672.30
672.32

0-14864

* 673.18

SmII

9407-24257

673.40

SmII

rr094-25940

transition

7F6+
rs

2

9F7

-+2P4

8'n,*8\,,
8Gr,*8\,,

6'r,*t\n
->8q1/2
6P^,*8Fr,,
?

9D6->

9F7

8H,|.8\,,

8),.i89,,

+ 2Ps
7H -> TD
2
2
252

7Fo->9F1

s}Jtu'7^sEn

s%,t)

sfr,,

Table 4.1: List of all transitions of Sm and Ne which lie in the accessible
we
range of the diode laser. The marked transitions are the ones which
detected.

OPG spectroscopy was used to calibrate the laser wavelength with the

temperature and the current of the diode laser. The resolution of oPG
spectroscopy was 0.1 nm. Figure 4.12 shows the result of the wavelength
calibration of the diode laser by OPG spectroscopy'
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Fig 4.12: Calibration of the diode laser wavelength v.s temperature by
six
OPG spectroscopy. Green curve shows the calibration when all the
point were present (5.0 deg per nm). Blue curve shows the calibration
when we removed the 673.L nm signal. In this case we calibrate the laser
wavelength as 5.6 deg per nm. The size of the square denotes the error'
1) Detection of Neon lines

As one can see from the table 4.1 there are only 2 Neon lines in the
wavelength range 667.5-673.5 nm. The oPG of the 667-8 nm always

gives a negative signal

of

maximum amplitude 350 mV

in

the

oscilloscope. Here, the situation corresponds to figure 3'6 a) in chapter 3'
It is because the population of the excited level àpowhich lies closer to
the ionisation

limit

increases by laser excitation from

lsr level and so the

ionisation proceeds more rapidly from the higher state. This will result in

7I

cofresponds to a negative voltage
an increase in the conductance which
data for 667 '8 nm of Ne'
signal. Figure 4.13 shows a rypical row

Thetransition6Tl.TnmofNeonwasnotdetectedbyoptogalvanic

Spectroscopy.Thereasonmightbethatthetuninggapsinthetuning
exactly at the wavelength
curve of the diode laser might occur
corresponding to 67I'7 nm of Neon'

2) Detection of Sm lines

to the fi¡st ionisation state' A
A1l the detected samarium lines belong

by the optogalvanic
totai of five samarium lines wefe detected
Spectroscopy.Therewasnopreviousdetectionoftheselinesby
optogalvanicspectroscoPy.The66T92nmtransitionwasstrongest

an
observed on rhe oscilloscope with
detected signai. The signal couid be
poiarity was negative' (see fig

amplirude of about

50mv. The signal

4.13).

The66s.l5nmsignalwasobservedontheoscilloscopewitha

also be
The signal tìour 668'7i nm line couid
the amplitude of the signal was
observed on rhe oscilloscope. However
were detected by phase
only 2 mV. The signals 669.3 nm and 673.1nm
the diode laser temperature around
sensitive detection while we scanned
to noise ratio for 673'l nm
1g.3oc and 45oC, respectively. The signal
in amplifier was set at ls'
line was rwo. The time constant of the lock
to the optogalvanic signal
The phase of the ref'erence signal relative
the chopping frequency' A
varied a t'ew degrees due to the change in
is shown in figure 4'14' In
typical raw data for the 673.I nm transition
of rhe diode laser without
figure 4.I2 we also showed the calibration

amplitude of about 4

673.1nm signal

mv.

.
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667.92 nrn

667.80 nm

ìtr
2 wavelengths:
Figure 4.13: A Typical experimental run which shows
data was taken under the
667.80 nm of Neon and667.92nnof Sm- The
temperature 16'2 " C '
follow.ing conditions: Diode laser current 40.3 mA ,
10 mA and
for Ne line an,J 16.7 "c for Sm line, Discharge current
chopper frequencY 385 I{z-
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which was the
Figure 4.L[zTypicat raw data for the 673.1' nm transition
under the following
hardest signal to detect. The data was taken
43'85 "C '
conditions: Diode laser current 54.1 mA, Temperature
385 Hz'
Discharge current 1?.5 mA and chopper frequency
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4.5) Conclusion
measurement of the
We designed and constructed the apparatus for the

Hanle effect' All
lifetime of the excited state of Samarium by the

signal were discussed' I
parameters which âffect the shape of the Hanle
beam and the possible
also criticatly studied the collimation of the atomic
found the Doppler shift
sources of the transition line broadening. It was
we suggest a new
is the main source of the line broadening. In addition
The method was based on
method for the detection of Sm atomic beam.
we describe in appendix
the reflection pulse technique of V. Dolocan as
due
3. However, no attempt was made to test the method experimentally

controller
to time constraint. Our constructed diode laser temperature
the laser in
futfilled all the expectations. It will allow us to keep
minutes' That means' we
resonance with the transition over a periods of 3
minutes to collect data at each value of the

have a time of about 3
magnetic field.

laser wavelength'
The oPG method was used to calibrate the diode
was 0'1nm' The
The wavelength resolution of the oPG spectroscopy

the Samariumpolarity of the experimental results were compared with
the model we correctly
Neon hollow cathode discharge modelling. From
predicted the sign of the detected transitions.

we

also listed the conditions

conditions
in which allow us to obtain line profiles which under certain
limit of the
determine the laser bandwidth. The minimum detection
ballast
technique was established from the shot noise in the
optogalvanic

ballast resistor'
resistor. A noise level of 0.2 mV was measured in the
of 667 '5 to 673'5
The first oPG of the sm-Neon discharge in the region
nm was recorded.
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of a
An important aspect of this experiment was the development
optogalvanic and
experimental set up which allows simultaneous
door was opened to
fluorescence Hanle observations. As a result, the
future experiments involving CPT'
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Appendix 1) Derivation of the steady state solution of the
density matrix for a (J=6 to J=1) V-system
The time evolution of the matrix elements of

p

can be written in the

following form:

ip**=w(e i^ +ei't )Po* - pqw(ei't *r-iat )+ifp**
ip-- - w(e i'' + u'^ )po- - p-nw(ei'' * n-itot ) + if p-ip*- =-2t¡,p-* +w(e-id +e''')po* - puv'çe¡^t *u-iar )+ifp-*
p
ipoo =w(e' + e-''' )prn - Po*w(e-''' + ei^ )+w(e''t + e-''')p-o + il(p** +
+ e-'^')(P** - Poo - P-*¡ + if,Po.

iþo*

=

-po*(a¡o

* a)

ipo

=

-po-(ao

- a,) + w(e''' + e-.''' )(p--- Poo - P*-¡ + ilOo-

+ w(e'''

(41.1)
We can adopt the following solutions
Po,

= 6o*€'^'

P* = 6*€-'''
Po-

= Co-€'^

P4 = 6u€'^

P* = doo = 1- (o** + o-- )

(Ar.2)

P** = a**
p_-

-

P*- = o*-

to transform the above differential equations to a set of time independent
differential equations. We also use rotating wave approximation: i.e. we
can ignore the u+2íat and

u-Zi't

t.r-, from the time evolution equations

as these terms oscillate much faster compare to the optical frequency or
and a ¡. Finally we

will

get:
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-o+0)-fo++
o-- - -iw(oo- - o-o) - fo-ö00 = iw(on- o0+ + o-0 - o0-)+f(o++ + o--)
a-+ = -2ia ¡o-+ * iw(oo+- o-o) - fo-+

ö++ = -iw(oo+

-

*

(t)

I) oo+

+ iw(o++-

o00

-

o-+>

-

oo*

|f
iaoo-+ óo- - -i(ao - o)¡)oo- +w(o--- o00 - 6+-)-;foo-

irtto4++ ôo+

-i(@o

(41.3)
For a steady state solution we set time derivatives to zero and look for the
solutions when ú) =

a)oi

a. - -iw(oo*f

o*)

++

o
o-+

-

-iw(oo_

f

o-o )

-iw(oo*- o_o)

6o*

oo_

(A1.4)

iw( I-2o__
(

f

-

r+

o**

-

o*- )

rtt,¡

p Avan and C Cohen-Tannoudji [22] found the fluorescence signal
L(ey) along the x-direction

as:

L(ey) ". or+ + o-- + 2Reoa-
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(41.5)

o++ =

*'( a+- - a-+)
-2

è'2
O__ =

+fú0, )

,2 (o-* - o+-)
-2

rl*rr,)

6++'a--'6+- into the
Reinserting the steady state values of
algebraic
equation (41.5) and after a tedious but straightforward
for
one can finally getthe following theoretical expression
manipulation,

(ey) for the case of zero detuning:
the fluorescence signal L¡

L(ey)=

4aa
4w2 rrl I (aF

where

a

(

+w +3

f

)'*r?
2

) +12

1

2

w F

2

r(Pw 2 + a(4F + orl

and F =

+,

+4a)+4a tr?

ü*W 2

Appendix 2)
is given
For the geclmetry described in the main text, the Rabi frequency

by [24]
deEo

w=

4

where
and

d2

h"l,
2I

ce
3nec3h
aa
e'ra;

2rcc
Cùo

h
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then

w

2

6h3I
16n2hct

Unit Saturation happens when l=2w2r2 ' one will get

I,
slnce

nhc

- 3À,3 r
n=L
2tc

Appendix 3)

Detection ol Sm beøm by Reftection pulse technique
Introduction
In transmission line theory it is an established fact that when an ideal
is
transmission line (i.e. a uniform, lossless, dispersionless line)
Z"',
terminatecl with an impedance equal to its characteristic impedance
(the ratio of the voltage to the current at every point of the line) there are
line
no reflected waves on the line and the impedance at any point of the
is also equal to the line characteristic impedance'

However, when the ideal transmission line is not terminated with its
characteristic impedance, but is terminated with some arbitrary
impedance there are always reflected waves on the line, and the
impedance at every point of the line differs from the characteristic
impedarrce Z

".
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line and only consider
Here, we suppose the generator is matched to the
properly' In this
the reflection from the load end which is not terminated
incident wave at every point
case the relation of the reflected wave to the

ratio of the
of the line is determined by the nature of the load' The
of the incident wave
voltage of the reflected wave (Vrr¡)to the voltage

(Viù is called the reflection coefficient ll,2'3'41'

Vrrf Zuf - Zo
P'= vi,
4"f . z.

of the
where z7¿¡ ts the load impedance which determines the shape
'we now look to some special cases of load termination'
text on transmission
The mathematical derivation has appeared in many

reflective wave.

lines and we onlY note the results'
Case 1)

The transmission line

cl

is terminated in an infinite load resistance and

series with a
driven by a generator modelled as a voltage source in
z6' The driving
resistance Rg eQual to the characteristic impedance
and duration Ip'
voltage consists of rectangular pulses of amplitude v p

line C2to
The same generator output is connected by second transmission
c2 arc matched to the
a oscilloscope. The ends of the transmission line
pulse generator and the oscilloscope'

r-r
0scilloscope

fl

o

Pulse
Ge ne

rô10

o
r

R

I

R

I

c2

G1

C

Fig L: Termination at open circuit
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Since for the open circuit of figure 1, Zref

n rr

Zr"i

-

-

"o therefore

Zo

zu, + zo

=*1

with the same
i.e. The reflected Voltage is equal to the incident voltage
sign. (see table 1a)
Case 2) Short

we

circuit

assume the same conditions as

end of cable

Cl is short circuited

in case 1 with the difference that the

(See figute

2)' In this case the reflected

sign (see table 1b)'
voltage is equal to the incident voltage but of opposite
The reflection coefficient r is equal to -1'

l-t
Oscil'loscoPe

fl

o

Pulse
Ge ne

o

rslo r

R

I

R

I

c2

G1

C

i

ßig2z Short circuit termination

case 3)

Line with reactive load

will not
the load is purely reactive, either inductive or capacitive, it
wave is
consume any energy. As a result the amplitude of the reflected

If

load'
the same as direct wave. ( we assume Zo is real). The reactive
to the
however, is able to store energy for a certain time and then return
line as a reflected wave that is not in phase with the direct wave'
case 4) general case

reactive
The terminating load can be any combination of resistor and
quantity'
components. In general case, the load impedance is a complex

A discussion about the shape of reflected wave for all the different load
90

1 only shows the
combinations is beyond the scope of this work. Table
related
typical shape of the reflected wave for different load termination

to this work.

Reflection Pulse technique
Since the reflected signal (voltage) depends on the impedance
line' a change in
characteristics of the terminating end of the transmission
wave'
the load impedance would effect the shape of the reflected
pulse technique'
Dolocan used the above fact to develop the reflection
magnetic
The method is very straight forward. A sample of a certain
a resistor'
material is placed in the core of an inductive coil in series with
of the
As the temperature of the sample is changed, the permeability

The change
magnetic material and also the inductance of the coil changes'
(width) of the
in the inductance of the coil results in a change of the shape

oscilloscope
reflected beam and this can be measured using a sampling
Í5,6,7f

.

We used the Dolocan pulse technique to detect the Sm while
circuit is shown
deposited in the core of an inductive coil. The detection
figure 3. The only difference between the Dolocan method of

in

method of
measuring permeability of the magnetic materials and our
the change
detection of Sm atomic beam is that Dolocan tried to measure

of the sample changed while we
particles
tried to measure the change in the inductance as the number of
is
changed. In appendix 1, wo prove that the inductance of a coil

in the inductance

as the permeability

proportional to the amount of magnetic material deposited in the core'
A typical Sm atom has a peffnanent magnetic moment with a magnitude
of m=l .6

lt" where I¿¡ is the Bohr magneton '
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of
The inductance of a coil, which has its core filled with material
uniform permeabillty p- is given by

Lr=

2

¡tN s
I

coil' S is
where N is the number of turns of the coil, I is the length of the
the cross section area of the coil.

The inductance of an empty coil is given by:

,, =4nx1o-7 Hm-l.
----^-^
, . =-EpN"
where Po=
t-t
-tt
If the material doesn't fill all the coil core, then the inductance is given by
)
--)

r_UN" p*l-roN-s(1_n
' / \'
I

(1)

to the
where F is the ratio of the volume of the core filled by the Sm
whole of the core.
The
The inductance can be found from the reflection pulse technique.
which is
rectangular generator is used to input voltage to coaxial cable c1

terminated by a coil of inductance

L in series with

a resistor RT . The

through a
salne generator output is connected to a sampling oscilloscope
C1
second cable C2. The generator output is matched to both the lines
oscilloscope is also matched to the cable by a
resistor R5 eQual to the characteristic impedance of the line.
and

C2. The Sampling

The reflected pulse of such system is shown in table 1.

The amplitude of the reflected pulse can be found from the expression
r
(t - 2T) - u' I " u o@(t - t o - 2D]}
U = {(p,+ (1 - p ))u'r'-'u ¡1((J
"@
"

P,

-Rr-Z
Rr+Z

î--

L

Rr+Z

@(r-r)={|,i,i
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where to is the pulse width, 2T is the time delay of the reflected pulse
is
against the direct pulse, Z is the impedance of the coaxial cable and U6
pulse amplitude at t-2T=0 defined in fig 4.2-2 (c). If RT<<Z and t-

the

2T=to (the pulse width), then we can measure U1 and U0 and determine t:

r --

t

-27

rîalratJu ) +rI

(2)

and therefore

L
furthermore,

rZ

(3)

t

(4)

if U1=0 Then
9-

1"2

The minimum detection limit of the technique is determined by the
time base of the laboratory oscilloscope. The sensitivity of the time base

of the laboratory oscilloscope is 10 ns/cm; i.e. we can measure a change
in the reflected pulse width ts of about 1 ns (corresponding to lmm
oscilloscope scale). The impedance of the coaxial cable is 50 Q ' The

coaxialhasaresistanceRT=0.1Qinserieswithit.Sincethecondition
RT<<Z is fulfilled, then one can measure a variation in the inductance of
about 0.1

mH. I have used equations 3 and4'
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l-1

R=R
sS
Þ

0scilloscope

fl

o

o

Pulse
Ge ne rE10

r

Ro

RS

c2

Þ

G1

R

c
û
b

Sm otomic beom
iäiiiiiirrrrnTT't2| t t t t t t t t t t t
¿

L

\

Chamber

Fig 3: Detection of the Sm by the reflection pulse technique' Sm should
be deposited along the axis of the coil. In actual experiments the coil
illustrated above should be rotated.
The minimum detection thickness of Sm can be found from equation
1. Approximately, one can measure a minimum thickness of 5000 atoms
(i.e. a thickness of 1.4 pm) for the following coil dimensionsl N= 9 turns,
I = 2 crrr, S=

nrL

where r=2.5mm is the radius of the

core. Samarium is

of
deposited into a circular plate made of insulating materials. The radius
'We
choose a relative permeability
the plate is the same as the coil radius.

ur = P
"

-U=Í.

LIo

Since Sm

is a panmagnetic material at room

Le

temperature, it is necessary to find the temperature range in which l"Ir>10'

From equation 1 it is also evident that, the lower the permeability of the
material, the more accurate the dimension of the coil should be chosen. I
choose the dimensions of the coil such that

it produces a uniform field in

its centre and is also easy to build.

Dolocan measured a relative permeability of as low as 0.8 for a sample of
30 mm thickness by the reflection pulse technique'
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Errors
In the detection of Sm by the reflection pulse technique' we measure the
its
change in the inductance of a coil which contains the deposited Sm on
core. The reflected beam which contains the information about these
changes travels along the coaxial

cable. It is possible the shape of the

reflected pulse changes along the coaxial cable due to attenuation and
dispersion. It is therefore important to know the dielectric properties of
the coaxial cable well in advance.

The other source of the effor is actual size of the coil. In the construction

of the coil, one should take great care in measuring the coil dimensions.

Suggested steps for the possible experiment

1) Select the Sampling oscilloscope and note its frequency and time
response.

2) choose the pulse generator and the type of coaxial cable.
3) Design the dimensions of the coil for the minimum detection'

4) Builct the coil carefully as designed.
5) place the insulator inside the coil and put the assembly in the chamber.
Choose the series resistor and place it outside the chamber. If necessary

construct a cooling system inside the chamber to cool down the atomic
beam.

6) set up the system.

7) Send nanosecond pulses into the coaxial cable. Choose carefully the
repetition frequency of the pulses.
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8) l)etermine the inductance of the empty coil in the chamber from the
reflected width of the signal. If the reflected pulse length is smaller than
the direct pulse length , then the case is related to table 1(d) i'e' u1=0 and
so we can use equation 4. Otherwise use equation 2 to determine t'

9)

If you do not have the data related to permeability of the sample for

different temperatures, then produce the data using the reflection pulse
technique described bY Dolocan.

9) Skip the step 8 if you aren't worried about the amount of deposition
and the skin depth is larger than the sample thickness. The method works
o}t, > I)'
for all materials in which their permeability

¡+>¡t

10) Repeat the procedur e 7 fot different temperatures. With changing
temperature, the rate of deposition will change and hence the width of the
reflected wave will also be changed. From the graph of the reflected
width versus oven temperature one can deduce the information regarding
the intensity of the beam.

Conclusion

Reflection pulse technique is a method developed by Dolocan to
measure the temperature dependency of the permeability of the magnetic
material. v/e extend the application of the method to detect the atomic
beam of Paramagnetic materials. For Sm, we are able to show that we
can detect 5000 atoms thick for an assumed relative permeability

of

10.

However a setback for the method is that we should first determine the
temperature range over which the permeability of samarium is bigger than
10.
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In conclusion, I would like to suggest that the experts look for possible
applications of the reflection pulse technique for the detection of the
atomic beams of materials (which have a relative permeability higher than
1 at room temperature).
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Table 1) The shape of the reflected pulse for different terminations.

Appendix 1)

To prove the inductance of a magnetic coil depends on the amount of
magnetic material which is deposited in its core, we use the definition of
the inductance [4]:
I,un ' ao

L-

i

where

i is the cunent in the coil,
H is the magnetic field intensity inside the coil,

p is the permeability of the materials of the core,
da is the surf-ace area element of surface s.
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For a linear magnetic material

H=
where

xn

is equal
where

M

X*

and
lsthe magnetic susceptibility and M is the magnetisation

M =>I:
LV

to

lm¡

or
isthe vector sum of the magnetic moments over the atoms

molecules in the volume element

av

of the materials.

dipole moment
For sm, all the atoms in the beam have the same magnetic
m, therefot

2m¡ = Íttn

where n is the number of atoms deposited in the core.
Therefore L can be written as:

Y
t=1.!
LV
"
)(^

i.e. L is proPortional to n
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